
How to Swing
You’d be surprised how many students say they want to learn jazz but don’t listen to it that much....IMPOSSIBLE!! It’s time to start 
loading up your iPod with tons of great jazz playlists!  There are two types of listening, 1) active listening...that’s what this hand out 
requires of you: to listen while at the keyboard, taking apart everything your hear, transcribing it, trying to mimick it, etc.  2) passive 
listening...that’s when you are NOT trying to dissect every aspect of the music but simply to do what got you into music in the �rst 
place; ENJOY IT!! The music will seep into your brain, heart, soul and feet on a subconscious level and your understanding will deepen. 

In jazz, 8th notes are actually tied triplets (and many argue it’s much more complicated than that). For starters you 
want to feel triplets underneath everything you play and of course, all the while tapping your foot on the 2nd and 4th 
beats of the measure...with a jazz attitude!

If you pay close attention you’ll hear that he’s accenting all the “baa’s”, right? And you’ll �nd 
that the “baa’s” are on the up beats, so to swing old school style (and there’s no better place 
to start) you accent up beats and  “ghost note” down beats.  (A ghost note is a barely audible note,
notated with an “x”.)  Try playing what is called the “bebop” scale in “doo baa doo baa” style.  It’s all 
about gaining very precise physical control so that you can play the articulation of each note accurately.  
In addition, it is critical that you connect all the notes especially the ghost note to the accented note. 
This can be di�cult at �rst.

Quite simply, if you don’t develop good �ngering habits, you will have a tremendously di�cult time achieving the physical control
necessary.  At �rst you will probably have to �gure out �ngerings note by note and it may be helpful for an experienced swinger to 
show you good �ngering. Eventually you will form habits that will embed themselves in your �ngers as ‘muscle memory’.

Have you ever heard Louis Armstrong sing “doo baa doo baa doo.....”?

Listen, listen, listen...... and listen some more

Swing 8th Notes

Fingering

Who to Listen To
There are so many di�erent styles of jazz, but for our purposes here, dig into the stu� from  20’s/30’s up through the 60’s/70’s: Louis 
Armstrong, (early) Miles Davis, Oscar Peterson, Wynton Kelly, Ahmad Jamal, to name a few. 
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= heavily accented note= ghosted note

(An owners manual for piano players. Developed by Matt Jenson. www.mattjenson.com)

1

yes! no!

(Listen to Red Garland playing “If I Were a Bell” on the album “Red Garland’s Piano”  for a GREAT example.)

** Use one hand motion: attack on the down stroke, release on the upstroke.


